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Most of the "channelings" are made up by CIA , and sent to
certain "telepaths".

The truth shall set you free , but first it will piss you off.

//Peter

Message from Greg Giles ~ 'Channeled Messages' & their
Link to Mind Control Programs

Hello everyone. I will be taking down this blog shortly in the
days ahead as I do not want to see anyone else entrapped in
the horrible U.S. government PSYOPS (psychological
operations) program that had lured me into it's trap some years
ago and has refused release of it's clench on me and my life. At
this time, I am leaving this blog up simply to get this message
out to the remaining visitors, and hope they will help share this
message far and wide and reach those who have formally
followed my work. (I have been unable to delete the associated
content, as PSYOPS agents have successfully hacked this
Blogger program.) The so-called 'channeled messages' I
received claiming to be from my soul family from the stars were
in fact simple radio waves sent by U.S. government agents,
allegedly from an agency of the U.S. Department of Defense or
the U.S. intelligence community, working in concert with
volunteers, many of which are secret society members who
help propagate enormous numbers of hoaxed news stories of
UFOs and related space news, building a backdrop for a
PSYOPS program that lures science and spirituality-minded
individuals such as myself into their web. This program,
commonly referred to as electronic harassment, has destroyed
my life completely and continues to devastate my life until this
very day, but I am certainly not alone, as the number of victims,
known as targeted individuals, or TI's for short, grows
exponentially each day.

The electronic harassment operators are relentless, showing
little or no mercy, keeping me under total surveillance,
tormenting me, torturing me, and attempting to reprogram my
mind as I sleep, turning my dreams into nightmares, effectively
altering my behavior and free will choices as I continue through
the mercifully final days of what was once my life. They have
also in the past, and again very recently, scarred my body with
their electromagnetic/microwave neuroweapon technology in a
successful effort to control and negate my relationship with a
woman who is now gone from my life.
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There is no recourse I have been able to uncover to shelter
from this evil program. Their weaponry envelopes us and
follows us everywhere, sharing space with cell phone towers all
throughout the U.S. and the entire globe, soaking our airwaves
with the digital information of their hellish nightmare. There
exists endless documentation throughout the internet
concerning government mind control programs and the
technology used against the people, and it is advisable to
familiarize yourself with this technology, as the spread of
knowledge is our best and only defense against this despicable
evil that will not stop until every last member of our society is a
prisoner of his or her own altered mind. That is their sick and
twisted plan - the construction of the dystopian nightmare
forewarned by George Orwell throughout the pages of his
prophetic Nineteen Eighty Four.

My advice to all is to stay clear of all these stories of UFOs,
extraterrestrials, channeled messages, and psychic mediums
speaking to the dead, as these fictitious news accounts and
dubious television programs are a direct part of, or at the least,
stand as compliment to, the hugely encompassing plan to
desensitize and familiarize the public to synthetic telepathic
communication, a simple but very effective feat of technology
essential to mind control reprogramming. (I personally believe
we come from somewhere in this universe and we are also not
alone, but this is a subject matter useless and dangerous to
explore at this present time, as a vast majority of the related
news stories are complete hoaxes devised solely for use as
backdrop for these mind control programs. I also feel there may
be a number of differing programs, though all earthly conceived
by human hoaxers, that list among their tools so-called
channeled messages, and not all may conceal mind control at
the heart of their agenda. I can only speak of the program of
which I became an unsuspecting participant.)

I humbly and sincerely apologize to anyone and everyone who
has followed my work as a so-called channel of the Galactic
Federation and the Ashtar Command. There is no denying my
complicity, and I accept full responsibility for my actions. Soon I
will be judged by our true higher powers in this universe, and
may God have mercy on my soul for helping steer so many of
you so far astray and into the clutches of this devilish, life
destroying mind control program. I am forever truly sorry.

Greg Giles
............
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Hellen · January 20, 2016 at 12:04am 

 .Advance technology is mean to heal and cure
diseases not destroy humanity and all life on the planet
..

Andronover · January 20, 2016 at 7:51pm 

So true Hellen , and also to transport us into space.

The ironic thing is that we already have Tech to fly
into space , cure every disease , include AIDS and
to build free energy devices for everyone.
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We must stand up against the Khazar banksters , be
those who sits on the Money , Controls the governm
qoute Rothshilds)

And they Controls the CIA and other nefarious
organizations , who can exercise mindcontrol of the
population through media etc. , and also Control
"channelers" messages.

Hellen · January 20, 2016 at 9:42pm 

 .and getting rid of the negative extraterrestrials
.. ( Zeta
Greys,Drakonians,MIBs,Chirmerias,including
some nonhuman E.Ts ..) and closing
wormholes,vortexes and star gates ..especially
in the Middle East ..The Sumerian star gate is
where they first entered into this dimension
and this needs to close ...

Kelly Lightchalice · January 19, 2016 at 7:19pm 

Giles is again refusing to take responsibility for his ego
and actions, his words contain cognitive dissonance...
blaming the "psyops" or government is his attempt to
not take responsibility for lying to us, however you don't
see him returning the money he no doubt accrued for
lying.  ET's no doubt exist, however, he is basically
saying that "he doesn't get it" and if he doesn't, then
nobody can.  Waste of time and energy to think about
his ploys for attention, but thank you for bringing this
our awareness in the hopes of education... with critical
thinking, we can make decisions and learn for
ourselves.  

Moanna · January 19, 2016 at 8:28am 

From what I could gather, it became obvious that he
was being hacked. I have since learnt somewhere,
maybe here, that every single gifted telepath has
individuals trained and assigned and on duty to harass,
misinform, hack and destroy their clear channel, for
obvious reasons.

If you watch TB Joshua, the evangelist healer from
Nigeria, on Emmanuel TV, youtube, the 'demons' that
he frequently speaks to in people typically say that the
person they are sabotaging is a very bright shining star,
and they had to interfere or else there would be more
and more powerful healers. However all of the 'demons'
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were scared of Jesus Christ, not even wanting to speak 
name.

I don't think that Greg has to apologise either, as he didn
for this to happen.

Namaste :)

Andronover · January 19, 2016 at 8:08pm 

"However all of the 'demons' were scared of Jesus
Christ, not even wanting to speak the name."

That's because they knew that he was God
manifested on this planet.

Jesus were a doubleincarnation of Esu Immanuel
Kumara and creatorson Christ Michael Aton .

He is here now on ship , and he will do his eigh
bestowal and second on this planet.

It's called the second coming.

We are living in the endtimes in the last minute
now.

Andronover · January 18, 2016 at 6:55pm 

I must give kudos to Greg for being strong and honest
to share this information.

Please forgive him Father , because he did not know
what he did.

Tally · January 18, 2016 at 7:26pm 

I don't think anyone needs to ask/beg for
forgiveness... We just need to be present, where
we are now, and continue on in our highest
expressions we can muster, (if that is our
intention). We're all 'masters in the making',
becoming masters at making... So we just need to
focus more on being in our higher expressions...
and dropping off any 'lower expressions'. There's
no need to 'live/dwell in the past'... Just Be
Present.
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